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FLASH1 study case 1 (CHG)

- **Electron beam:**
  - Beam energy: 700 MeV
  - Charge: 0.5 nC
  - Compression: none
  - Longitudinal phase space distribution: linear, no chirp
  - Minimum uncorrelated energy spread
- **Laser beam:**
  - Wavelength: 267 nm
  - Pulse duration: 40 fs (FWHM)
  - Pulse energy: up to 200 μJ
  - Beam size at modulator: 1 mm (FWHM)

- Use ORS1 as modulator (tuned to 270nm)
- Use C1 as bunching chicane R56 variable from 0 to 200 μm
- ORS2 and sFLASH1-3 off
- Use sFLASH4 as radiator
- Extract radiation at C3 into spectrometer
- E-beam into mini dump (LOLA on)
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